EXHIBIT

G – Part III
PAINTED ALUM. LOUVER WITH BIRD SCREEN @ ACTIVE LOCATIONS SEE ELEVATIONS FOR ACTIVE LOCATIONS.

LIMESTONE ON STEEL SUPPORT SYSTEM ANCHORED TO CONCRETE BLOCK (CONT. #16)

GRANITE BASE (CONT. #16)

FOR TYPICAL MATERIAL NOTES AND DIMENSIONS SEE DETAIL 1 THIS SHEET.
3. THE FOLLOWING WORK IS INCLUDED IN CONTRACT #16

- INTERIOR CONCRETE MASONRY
- STONWORK (GRANITE & LIMESTONE) INCLUDING ANCHORS
- IRMA ROOF SYSTEMS WITH PRECAST PAVERS
- CONCRETE SIDEWALK AND CURBS
- SS. WALK OFF GRILLE
- COCOA WALK OFF MATTES
- GFRG
- TERRAZZO
- CONCRETE FILL
- EXTERIOR PAINTED ALUMINUM EXTRUDED RAILINGS

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE NEW YORK, NY 10010

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET NEW YORK, NY 10019

OWNER
JORMITARY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 1802 2178
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA NEW YORK, NY 10119

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO. A - 340

NO. REV. DATE
4 ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16) 6/5/98

SCALE

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099355
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>REVISION</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16)</td>
<td>6/5/98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO.    REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO.    SKETCH NO.    SCALE
A - 354                   A - 354                   SK - 1350       

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010

OWNER
JOPMITY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA
3500 1802 2178 1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA
NEW YORK, NY 10119

GENERAL NOTE:
1. SEE SHEETS A-350 & A-351 FOR GENERAL NOTES APPLICABLE TO THIS SHEET.
2. SEE DETAIL 1 FOR TYPICAL CONTRACT DESIGNATIONS
Baruch Academic Complex - Site B

55 LEXINGTON AVENUE NEW YORK, NY 10010

OWNER DORMITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 1802 2178
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA NEW YORK, NY 10119

ARCHITECT KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET NEW YORK, NY 10019

NO. REVISION DATE
4 ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16) 6/5/98

SCALE 1351

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099366
NOTE: SEE DETAIL 1 ON THIS SHEET FOR TYPICAL NOTES.

PLAN DETAIL BOOKSTORE VESTIBULE

1 1/2" = 1'-6"

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue NEW YORK, NY 10010

OWNER
NATIONAL AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 1802 2178
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA NEW YORK, NY 10119

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO.
51A-258A

SKETCH NO.
1358

SCALE 3/4" = 1'-0"

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099367
Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Owner
Corporation Authority of the State of New York, D.A. 6500 1802 2178
1 Pennsylvania Plaza
New York, NY 10119

Architect
KPF Associates
11 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Ref. Detail/Sheet No.
2/A-359

Sketch No.
1359

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Revision</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Addendum #2 (Contract #16)</td>
<td>6/5/98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scale:
1/12" = 1' = 0"
Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Architect
KPF Associates
11 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

Owner
Board of Education, City of New York, N.Y.
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA
New York, NY 10119

No. Revision Date
ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #15) 6/5/98

Sketch No.
319.363

Scale
13 41

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099370
2-SIDED STRUCTURAL GLAZED CURTAINWALL
WITH PAINTED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM MULLIONS
AND HORIZONTAL SNAP CAPS. SEE
ELEVATIONS FOR GLASS TYPE.

*L.O. BEAM ENCLOSURE
CL. 43-4 5/8
SEALANT AND BACKER ROD
PAINTED ALUMINUM INSULATED
SANDWICH PANEL

PAINTED ALUMINUM FASCIA
FINISH TO MATCH MULLIONS
CONTRACT 16

△ LATERAL TIE BACK TO STRUCTURAL
STEEL (TYPICAL) IN CONTRACT 15
SEALANT AND BACKER ROD

R.O. BEAM ENCLOSURE
CL. 40-10

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK, NY 10010

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

OWNER
CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DEPT. 6500 1802 2178
PAUL 1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA
NEW YORK, NY 10119

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO. 4/A - 363
SKETCH NO. 1362

NO. REVISION DATE SCALE
4 ADDENDUM 2 (CONTRACT 16) 6/5/98 1362

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099371
Case 1:07-cv-06915-DLC     Document 19-23      Filed 10/17/2007     Page 23 of 51

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue  
New York, NY 10010

Owner
Ornithic Authority of the State of New York, DA 8500 1B02 2178
1 Pennsylvania Plaza  
New York, NY 10119

No.  
Revision  
Date

3  
Addendum #2 (Contract #16)  
6/5/98

Architect
KPF Associates  
11 West 57th Street  
New York, NY 10019

Ref. Detail/Sheet No.  
Scale

3/A-364  
1363

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099372
SEE DETAIL 2 THIS SHEET FOR TYPICAL NOTES ON CURTAINWALL SYSTEM.

PAINTED METAL CONVECTOR ENCLOSURE

PAINTED METAL INTERIOR TRIM CONTRACT #16

INTERLOCKING SILL W/INTEGRAL GUTTER AND DOUBLE GASKET SEAL TO ALLOW FOR DIFFERENTIAL MOVEMENT
3. THE FOLLOWING WORK IS INCLUDED IN CONTRACT #16

- STONWORK (GRANITE & LIMESTONE) INCLUDING ANCHORS
- IRMA ROOF SYSTEMS WITH PRECAST PAVERS
- CONCRETE SIDEWALK AND CURBS
- SS. WALK OFF GRILLE
- COCOA WALK OFF MATTES
- GFRG
- TERRAZZO
- CONCRETE FILL
- EXTERIOR PAINTED ALUMINUM EXTRUDED RAILINGS

4. FOR SLOPED COLUMN GEOMETRY SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

5. FOR EXTERIOR WALL GEOMETRY SEE SHEETS A-210 THRU A-213
5. THE FOLLOWING WORK IS INCLUDED IN CONTRACT #16

- STONWORK (GRANITE AND LIMESTONE) INCLUDING ANCHORS
- IRMA ROOF SYSTEMS WITH PRE-CAST PAVERS (SEE A-250)
- CONCRETE SIDEWALKS AND CURBS
- SS. WALK OFF GRILLES
- COCOA WALK OFF MATTEES
- PAINT
- EXTERIOR PAINTED ALUMINUM EXTRUDED RAILINGS
- GRFG
- TERRAZZO
- CONCRETE FILL
- INTERIOR CURTAINWALL
PAINTED ALUMINUM PANEL. RETURN ALUMINUM AND DOUBLE SEAL TO BACK OF MULLION

6" Poured in Place Concrete Curb. See Structural Dwg. For Reinforcing (Cont. #15)

Lateral Restraint, in Contract #15

4" Rigid Insulation

Insulated Spandrel Glass

See Elevations For Type

Gravity Load Bearing

Curtainwall Anchorage

Top Slab Roof

Continuous Fire Safing (Cont. #15)

Semi Rigid Insulation Extend 2'-0" Beyond Outside & Inside of Concrete Curb in Contract #15
FINTUBE ENCLOSURE: SEE DRAWING 15/A-018 FOR PLATHY, METAL FRAMING, METAL FILLER PANEL, AND FINTUBE ENCLOSURE DETAILS.

INSULATED GLASS SEE ELEVATION FOR TYPE

EXTEND VERTICAL MULLION TO PROVIDE LATERAL CONNECTION TO EXTERIOR WALL GIRT

5/8 FLASHING, DOUBLE SEAL INTO GLAZING POCKET AND BACK OF STRUCTURAL MULLION

INSULATED PAINTED ALUMINUM SANDWICH PANEL

SEALANT

STRUCTURAL STEEL WALL GIRT SPANS COLUMN TO COLUMN. SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

LOAD BEARING CURTAINWALL ANCHOR

PAINTED ALUMINUM PANEL CURTAINWALL SYSTEM

CONTINUOUS FIRE SAFING (CONT. #16)

STRUCTURAL SLAB ON METAL DECK. SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

CONTINUOUS 24 GA. GALVANIZED STEEL AIR BARRIER WITH 3" PLAN OVERLAP, DOUBLE SEAL AT SEAMS, HEAD, SILL AND ALL OTHER ADJACENT CONSTRUCTION

2 1/2" FOIL FACED SEMI-RIGID INSULATION FASTENED TO GALVANIZED STEEL AIR BARRIER WITH IMPALING PINS. PROVIDE FOIL TAPE AT ALL SEAMS, MULLIONS, AND ALL OTHER ADJACENT CONSTRUCTION TO MAINTAIN CONTINUOUS VAPOR BARRIER

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10010

Owner:
DORMITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 1802 2178
1 Pennsylvania Plaza
New York, NY 10119

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO.
2/A-381

SKETCH NO.
1315

NO. 3

REVISION ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16)

DATE 6/5/98

SCALE
PAINTED EXTENDED ALUMINUM STRUCTURAL GLAZED SILL WITH EXTENDED SILL PIece 7-A-371 EXTEND VERTICAL MULLION TO PROVIDE LATERAL CONNECTION TO STRUCTURAL STEEL WALL GIRT

FACET POINT

PROVIDE SLIP CONNECTION AT PROFILED METAL PANEL TO ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENTIAL MOVEMENT

STRUCTURAL STEEL WALL GIRT SPANS COLUMN TO COLUMN SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

LOAD BEARING PROFILED METAL PANEL ANCHOR

PAINTED PROFILED METAL PANEL ATTACHED TO STEEL WALL GIRDTS AND STRUCTURAL SLAB GRAVITY LOAD TAKEN AT STRUCTURAL SLAB PROVIDE 1/4" DIA. WEPS

CONTINUOUS FIRE SAFETY (CONT. #18) STRUCTURAL SLAB ON METAL DECK SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

STRUCTURAL STEEL BEAM WITH SPRAY ON FIREPROOFING SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK, NY 10010

OWNER

ARCHITECT

KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

REF. DETAILS/SHEET NO.

4/A - 381

SCALE

1377

ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #18) 6/5/98

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099386
Case 1:07-cv-06915-DLC  Document 19-23  Filed 10/17/2007  Page 40 of 51
FIN TUBE ENCLOSURE

2 1/2" FOIL FACED SEMI RIGID INSULATION FASTENED TO GALVANIZED STEEL AIR BARRIER WITH IMPALING NAILS PROVIDE FOIL TAPE AT ALL SEAMS, MULLIONS, AND ALL OTHER ADJACENT CONSTRUCTION TO MAINTAIN CONTINUOUS VAPOR BARRIER

GRAVITY LOAD BEARING PROFILES METAL PANEL ANCHOR

CONTINUOUS FIRE SAFETY CONT.

CONTINUOUS 24 GA. GALVANIZED STEEL AIR BARRIER WITH 3" PLAN OVERLAP, DOUBLE SEAL AT SEAMS, HEAD, AND SILL.

PAINTED PROFILES METAL PANEL ATTACHED TO STEEL TUBES AND STRUCTURAL SLAB. GRAVITY LOAD TAKEN AT STRUCTURAL SLAB PROVIDE 1/4" DIA. WEEPS

@ 3'-0" O.C. @ 2" CUPS

STRUCTURAL STEEL BEAMS W/SPRAY ON FIREPROOFING.

SEE STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexinton Avenue NEW YORK, NY 10010

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

OWNER
CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 802 2176
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA NEW YORK, NY 10179

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO. 3/A-282

ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16) 8/5/98

SKETCH NO. 122

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099391
Baruch Academic Complex - Site B

55 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK, NY 10010

Owner
JOCITORY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA• 6500 1802 2178
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA
NEW YORK, NY 10119

Architect
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

REF DETAIL/SHEET NO.
2/A-383

scale
1205

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>REVISION</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #15)</td>
<td>6/5/98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOAD BEARING PROFILES METAL PANEL ANCHOR

O. SLAB 12 FL
:: +184'-6"

CONTINUOUS FIRE SAFING(CONT. #16) 2 3

STRUCTURAL SLAB ON METAL DECK
SEE STRUCTURAL DWGS

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE NEW YORK, NY 10010

OWNER:

ARCHITECT:
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO:
3/A-235

NO. REVISION DATE
3 ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16) 6/5/98

SCALE

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099395
LOAD BEARING PROFILED METAL PANEL ANCHOR
T.O. SLAB 14 FL.
EL: +210'-6"

CONTINUOUS FIRE SAFING (CONT#16) 2 3

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK, NY 10010

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

OWNER
FIRMOTARY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 1602 2178
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA
NEW YORK, NY 10119

NO. REVISION DATE
3 ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16) 8/5/98

REVISION SHEET NO. 1/4-3 88
SCALE 13 88

DASNY TRAVELERS1 099397
Case 1:07-cv-06915-DLC     Document 19-23      Filed 10/17/2007     Page 50 of 51

GRAVITY LOAD BEARING
PROFILED METAL PANEL ANCHOR

T.O. SLAB 12 FL
EL: +184'-6"

CONTINUOUS FIRE
SAFING (CONT. #16
1 2 3

STRUCTURAL SLAB ON
METAL DECK. SEE
STRUCTURAL
DRAWINGS

Baruch Academic Complex - Site B
55 LEXINGTON AVENUE    NEW YORK, NY 10010

OWNER
AGENCY AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, DA 6500 802 2178
1 PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA    NEW YORK, NY 10119

ARCHITECT
KPF ASSOCIATES
11 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019

NO.   REVISION   DATE
3  ADDENDUM #2 (CONTRACT #16)  6/5/98

REF. DETAIL/SHEET NO. 1/A-385
SKETCH NO. 1390

DASNY_TRAVELERS1 099399
PTD. ALUMINUM PANEL
EXTEND ALUMINUM AND SEAL
INTO GLAZING POCKET.

CONCRETE, PAVER BALLAST

IRMA ROOFING SYSTEM
SEE DETAIL 13/A-250

LIGHT CONCRETE FILL
T.O. SLAB 6 FL
EL: +106'-6"

CONT. #16
2 3